In this paper, we consider a nonstandard renewal risk model in which the claim sizes and their inter-arrival times form a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables, respectively. The claim size and corresponding interarrival time satisfy a certain dependence structure. In addition, the premium rate is a constant, and the number of insurance policies is described by a renewal process. When the distribution of claim sizes belongs to the consistent variation class, we obtain precise large deviation of claim surplus process.
Introduction
We consider the following nonstandard renewal risk model: claim sizes
form a sequence of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d) and nonnegative random variables with common distribution X and  the generic random variables of the claim sizes and their corresponding inter-claim times. We make use of the same dependent structure as in [1] . That is to say, X and  satisfy the following assumption. 
In addition, we assume that an insurer receives insurance policies in a discretetime way.
The arrival times of the successive insurance policies constitute a renewal process 
The claim surplus process can be expressed as
The amount of aggregate claims can be denoted by
We assume ) (t M 
. [2] showed precise large deviation for the compound Poisson risk model. In the present paper, when the claim-size distribution belongs to the consistent variation class ， we give precise large deviation of the claim surplus process
for the above nonstandard renewal risk model.
preliminaries
Denote
We first introduce some related heavy-tailed distribution class, which can be found in [3] and [4] . 
Compared with D , the consistent variation class C is a smaller class. We
It is well known that
By the definition of consistent variation class C , we have the following lemma.
The following lemma is due to [5] . Lemma 2. For a distribution The following is from [6] . Lemma 3.
For a renewal process 
The following lemma is referred to [7] . 
First of all, we deal with ).
By Lemma 4, Lemma 1 and Lemma 5, it holds uniformly all 
(6) Now we verify the fourth step. As (7) According to (4)- (7), we obtain (3). This ends the proof of the theorem.
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